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Account Retention and New Customer
Acquisition: The Total Management Process
In today’s ultra competitive marketplace, seemingly everyone is
chasing your customer and new ones are hard to find. Maximizing
Account Retention and New Customer Acquisition is normally a
hugely complex affair. Not so with MosaicCRM: our programs do all
the heavy lifting with processes that sales and management can
easily follow and get results.
Because of this fact, the sales process needs to be more strategic
than ever before. Not just to get the client, but also to retain
existing customers and predictably manage your resources.

Learn how Mosaic CRM’s 360° Account
Management processes make all the difference.
__________________________________________________________
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Mosaic CRM changes the game plan from simple ‘recording’ to fully automated support and mentoring.
There is nothing like a recession to refocus ’budget friendly’ sales efforts on customer retention. It’s no surprise that it
costs a fraction to maintain an existing account as does it to acquire one. However, new customer acquisition still
remains a fundamental value to every business regardless of the economic conditions. Due to the rarity of these in hard
economic times; lead management has never been more critical or important.
Unfortunately most CRM technology is too often configured to basic record keeping of the interactions with existing
accounts and new customer leads. With this type of CRM set up, it becomes increasingly problematic to gain a high
degree of visibility of what keeps existing customers happy and closing net new account opportunities.
Total Account Management: For the vast majority of salespeople, understanding the customer buying cycle and managing their efforts is the single biggest
factor in gaining more ground. MosaicCRM makes managing Pipeline and Sales/Business Reports a relatively simple procedure, with only the barest of
Account and Opportunity data fields. Add MosaicCRM’s ‘Automated Account Monitoring’ to deliver a host of alerts, emails and activity scheduling tools that
emphasize Client and Opportunity development.

It all starts with what Mosaic CRM does in the background.
Key Analytics and automated monitors do all the heavy lifting to understand and predictably manage your resources:











Simultaneously monitor key activity dates: Closing, Revenue Start and Expiry Dates
Scheduled activities and objectives that match the Client Buying Cycles
Denote Who is buying
Define What they’re buying
Quantify How Much they’re buying in $ and Unit volume
Track the Stage/Gate progress by client defined criteria
Analyze the Competition: tracking what they are doing
New Leads/ New Accounts / Key Accounts tracking and monitoring
Conversion Ratios, Win/Loss Analysis
Strategic and timely Activity monitoring

Up to 65% of all sales efforts
require identifying, qualifying and
tracking Sales Opportunities.
This is where MosaicCRM’s
custom designed management
systems can really make a
difference: time can now be
dedicated to more effective
production.
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New Leads Management
Simply put, lead management is all about turning a prospect into a customer. The ‘simple’ ends here as there is nothing simple at all about the
process. Poorly qualified leads, impatience, lack of a nurturing strategy and a host of issues compound to kill new account acquisition/lead
progress and in turn flushes tons of money down the drain. Like many CRM programs, tracking the sales process through the sale stages is
routine and not very practical in terms of deploying an effective strategy and process for qualification, appropriateness, or nurturing.
Here’s how we do it with a high visibility of the ‘relationship’ process from the start:

Leads – New Accounts Monitor
In addition to the email notifications, each time you log in the
Leads and New Accounts Monitor keeps track of how many,
and when.
Great for assisting in lead distribution, timing, aging and more.

Alerts
Throughout the system, Leads and New Accounts
without updates, scheduled activities and progress are
monitored in Priority Alerts campaigns designed to
keep the focus on what’s next and when.

Tracking Begins Instantly
As soon a lead is entered into the system, it is
tracked for up to one year.
Nothing escapes the tracking system: activities,
sales opportunities, transfers, everything that
can affect the Accounts/Leads are monitored.
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Account Retention-Keep Your Competition at Bay
Successful businesses understand the lifetime value of a customer. Just because it is 20-30% of the cost of acquiring a new customer, that
doesn’t mean you or your CRM can relax. Every competitor is looking at your customer base so being able to identify Key Accounts and track
them through the sales system is vital to keep your competition at bay.

Monitoring What Isn’t There
MosaicCRM adds a new twist to the
Lead Monitoring equation: we monitor
what is not present e.g. a Scheduled
Activity.
If none exists, the program will
automatically schedule an Activity and
notify the Owner.

Account Nurturing
MosaicCRM tracks every Lead and
New Account through the entire
sales cycle. For the first 90 days,
action is critical and we arm your
CRM to alert the Owner on progress
or the lack thereof.
Mosaic’s Marvel Marketing Wizard
is a multi-customer touch program
that ensures the Lead/Account
management process is
maintained.
Each ‘touch’ is pre-configured to
your precise design and effect,
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MosaicCRM Makes ‘Visibility’ of Account Sales and Activities the Prime Objective.
Nothing happens unless something happens so it goes that tracking New/Key Account activity on a daily basis makes a lot of sense. Mosaic adds
the benefit of advising the account owner where they don’t have scheduled activities and automatically schedules the appropriate activity. As
well, stalls in the sales stages are remedied with email notifications and automatically scheduled priority activity based on the stage/progress
monitor time frame selected.
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Identifying & Supporting Account Acquisition/Retention
MosaicCRM brings a number of tools to your disposal in order to identify what is working best and making sure none of the gaps are missed.

Opportunity Source Analytics
Monitoring what’s driving
Opportunities
Monitor the source of where each
pipeline opportunity originated. With
the Report Configuration tools, you can
pinpoint any number of variables by
User, Group, Time and Source.
The results illustrate the origination and
progress through the sales stages and
the associated sales value and
forecasted close dates.
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Automated ‘Account Monitoring and Alert’ Program
It is sometimes too easy to forget an appointment or miss a closing opportunity. MosaicCRM provides an automated method to alert Users of changes
required to their Pipeline, Account and Scheduled Activity items. The Account Monitoring Alert process covers essential messages and automatically notifies
the Owner and reschedules these items together with an email update to the User’s Direct Manager. This program is scheduled on a weekly or bi-monthly
basis.

Fill in what is missing.
Past Due Activities, Projected Close
dates, even stalls in timely Pipeline
Progress are all monitored
automatically.
Rescheduling is automatic as is Priority
Alerts for pipeline opportunity changes.
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Completed Sales vs. Goal System
High Visibility Pipeline: Know what is sold vs. plan and what is in the pipeline.
Our exclusive Revenue ‘Distribution’ calculation design is a standard feature on all MosaicCRM systems and provides ultra accurate projection
analysis of both completed sales and pipeline/projected sales values.

Know where you stand
… and what it is going to take to make
your goals. The essential elements of
the sale plan are measuring against
goals: what is done and what is coming
down the line.

High Visibility Forecasting




Ideal for tracking and analyzing
multiple Customers associated with
a specific Agency/Distributor.
Including key sales opportunity data
fields and how these are associated
with where the opportunity was
generated together with any
related master Account/Agency
affiliations.
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Six Components of a Total ‘Business Management’ Solution
Mosaic’s Account Management components allow you to manage the multiple tasks of a Customer Acquisition and Customer Retention with
powerful ways and means to define all aspects of an organizations sales and marketing processes, manage the Buying Cycles, maximize
resources and have reliable change management analytics to know instantly what is working, and what’s not.

MosaicCRM
Pipeline Management

1

2

3

4

Defining
Opportunities

Opportunity
Dating/Aging

Values and
Forecasting

Automated
Monitoring

Managing Reports

Analyze Opportunity
Make Up

Monitor Accounts,
Pipelines and
Activities

400+ Reports
Pre-Configured

Manage Qualification
and Time Events

Maintain
Pipeline Timing and
Accuracy

Define Client
Buying Cycles

Define Customer
Account Qualification
and Make Up

Manage
Close Dates and
Revenue Forecasts

Track and Monitor
Prescribed Sales
Activities

5

Track Pipeline
Progress, Competitive
Forces, Progress.

6
Report
Strategies

Hyper-Reports
Hyper-Visiblity

Real Time Analytics
Account/Pipeline
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1: Where to Begin: Defining Sales Opportunities
Detailed Sales Opportunity data provides the Rep and Management with a strategy, record and a means to manage the business side of selling. Classifying
and responding to the dynamics of identifying, negotiating and closing a transaction are simplified into a single screen.
Date Created/ Stage Updated
These fields are inserted by
the program and trigger Alert
Programs, Aging and Stage
progress/delays.
Sales Opportunity
Exclusive Identifier component
manages sales opportunities
across the organization.
Tracking of Product, Sales
Plans, Source and Competition
is automatic.
Buying Cycle Monitors
Mosaic automatically monitors
Closing, Contract Start and
Expiry dates plus Term.
Values & Distribution
Track $ and Unit Volumes and
Margins, then manage the
revenue streams over the life
of the opportunity for ultra
accurate forecasting.

Opportunity Analytics
Manage any aspect of the
opportunity fulfillment and
securely share across the
organization.
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2: Opportunity Dating and Aging: Managing Client Buying Cycles
Managing buying cycles improves resource allocations and speeds up revenue. All ‘Critical Client Dates’ above are monitored by Mosaic’s Automated Account
Monitoring Program to ensure nothing is dropped or forgotten.
Automated Account Management Program
 When an Opportunity reaches a prescribed ‘age’ with no update or
progress, the sales person and direct manager are alerted and
options include automatically reclassifying it to a ‘Deal Lost’ Status.


The Pipeline Aging Report references these dates to provide
analysis of the Opportunity and the overall Pipeline. The key to
faster sales is improving the aging with focus on the Client’s Buying
Cycles.



Overdue Opportunity Close Dates are automatically re-scheduled
and the salesperson alerted.

 Contract Expiry Dates are monitored and a prescribed
series of alerts are sent to the salesperson for follow up.

Automated Contact Monitors
Mosaic offers a second back up of Opportunity/Account tracking
Priority Alerts associated with the key contacts in the client
organization. Track anniversary dates, budget planning and contract
renewals.
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3: Values and Forecasting Using the Sales Opportunity System
The Pipeline Forecasting tools encompass two primary dates: The first is monitoring the ‘Close Date’ and when the ‘Actual Revenue’ (Distribution) will occur.
Each has its own Value e.g. the Close Date with a total value and the Forecasted Actual Revenue with its initial and/or stream date period. The management
of each requires a different approach and objective.
Buying Cycle Monitors
Mosaic automatically monitors
Closing, Contract Start and
Expiry dates plus Term.

Sales and Revenue Distribution
Compare sales and revenue
streams by Close Date,
Contract Start Dates and
Contract Term. Monitor by
Individual, Group, Region and
Product.
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4: Extended Automated Account Monitoring Program
Mosaic CRM provides the ability to routinely and automatically scan your Pipeline Opportunities each week and look for lapsed ‘Close Dates’, associated
‘Past Due Activities’ or ‘No Scheduled Activity’ . The monitoring program is extended for ‘New Leads’, New Accounts and ‘Key’ Accounts to further assist the
salesperson and management to maintain tight control over Opportunities and Activities.
Leads/New Accounts
Activity/Pipeline Gap Monitor
The program will automatically
track New Leads for the first
90 Days and denote where either
No Opportunity is opened or
where an Opportunity is opened
but no Scheduled Activity is
present, and schedule a Follow
Up Call Activity (including an
email reminder to the Owner).

Key Accounts Activity/Pipeline
Gaps
The Program will automatically
track Key Accounts and denote
where either no Opportunity is
opened or where an Opportunity
is opened but no Scheduled
Activity is present, and
schedule a Follow Up Call
Activity (including an email
reminder to the Owner).
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5: Extended Sales Opportunity Report/Monitoring Program
MosaicCRM CRM allows the User and/or Manager to access a complete Business Status Report on hundreds of activity, sales, competitor, leads and key
accounts analytics… all at the click of the mouse. Our strength is an ultra-comprehensive Sales and Forecasting Analytics System that is easy to understand.

Competitive Analysis –
Know where you are winning and losing.

New Opportunities Added –
A vital analysis of the lifeblood of sales

Top 5 Pipeline Opportunities –
Defines what hot and shouldn’t be ignored.
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6: Report Strategies – Easy to Understand Business Metrics
The automated reporting capabilities of MosaicCRM provide the Manager and Rep with a host of pre-configured reports that add practical business metrics
to their everyday sales processes. Management and Reps gain an invaluable means of being able to visualize their business and the vital issues they need to
maintain customers and close new accounts.
Key Sales and Business Management Reports
Report Name
Description

Techniques

This Week’s
Forecasted Sales

What Opportunities are scheduled
to close this week.

Pipeline/Sales
Summary

What Current Sales Opportunities
are Open, Closed/Won and Lost on
a YTD basis:

Stage Analysis

Illustrates the Value of the
Forecasted Sales Opportunities by
individual Stage with an itemized
Account Summary.
 This can be reviewed
quickly on a daily basis.

This provides an interesting view of where the Opportunities lie relative to their progress
through the Stage process. It provides a heads up to the Rep and Manager in terms of being
able to compare sales projections versus where the Values are in the pipeline.

Pipeline Forecast

Illustrates Sales Forecast by Close
Date with Value and Account
Summaries.

Visual graph of values in pipeline by Month (or select Quarterly View)
 Refine data by selecting an individual Owner/Group and by specific Product from the
selection groups provided.
 Click on the Monthly Value to view Summary Account Make Up data.

Pipeline Distribution



Completed Sales
Sales Distribution

Upon logging on, the Home Page data is automatically presented.
 Note: Manager’s have a Group View of the Home page. In the QuickView section,
select the ‘Rep’ or ‘All’ View to recalculate the results for the Group’s combined
values.
 This can be reviewed quickly on a daily basis.

Great for Pipeline review
sessions!

Illustrates Completed Sales by
Close date.

Visual view of Completed Sales values by Month (or select Quarterly View)
 Refine data by selecting individual Owner/Group and by specific Product.
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Report Name

Description

Techniques

Sales By Identifier

Illustrates Forecast of Sales by
Close date with the ability to
custom configure the report
contents.

The Report Query Menu provides a pre-formatted list of Pipeline Accounts.
The User has the ability to create Advanced Report data by selecting specific database field
information e.g. by Account Rating, specific geographic area etc.

Aging Analysis

Illustrates the time the Sales
Opportunity is open.

Provides a pre-formatted Aging Analysis of the all forecasted Sales Opportunities. You can resort any of the headers to manipulate the data. It provides a good analysis of how long
opportunities take to close by Rep/Group.

Pipeline Aging
New Leads Analytics

Illustrates the Activity and Sales
Opportunity summary for New
Leads.

Track Leads added into the User’s database with particular emphasis on activity management
and open sale opportunities.
Examine Opportunity/Activity results. Close them or transfer them to someone who will close
them.

Key Account
Analytics

Illustrates the Activity and Sales
Opportunity summary for Key
Accounts.

Track Key Accounts identified in the User’s database with particular emphasis on activity
management and open sale opportunities.
Assign a sales and numerical quota of Key Accounts. Attain results or transfer Accounts to
a salesperson who consistently achieves their quota. Look at this weekly.

New Opportunities
Added

Provides a summary of New
Opportunities added to the User’s
database in the Past 30 Days

Set a minimum value and define improvements needed to reach objective.
 Look at this weekly or monthly.

Top 5 Pipeline
Opportunities

Highlights the Top 5 Pipeline
Opportunities by Account Name
and Value

Validate Close dates, values and Stage.
 Look at this weekly.

Leads Conversion
And Leads
Opportunity Results

Tracks the Activity and results of
Leads added to the User’s
database.

Examine Opportunity/Activity results. Close them or transfer them to someone who will close
them.
 Look at this weekly.

Competitive
Intelligence Analysis

Provides comparative data on
Win/Loss results

Allows the User to concentrate on strengths; stop selling what customers are buying.
Look at this monthly or quarterly.

